
The road through digital transformation is long and sometimes filled with detours. 
Some enterprises are looking ahead and beginning to map out their journey, while 
others haven’t even begun – or worse, don’t know where to start.

Enterprises are spending 2017 considering which systems to mobilize, how to 
mobilize them, and what takes priority. 

What are the most 
important initiatives for 
your enterprise this year?

y	Modernizing Legacy  30% 
 Systems  
y	Integration of Disparate  21% 
 Data  
y				Security/Mobile Device  18% 

Management  
y	Mobile App Development 16%
y	Process Automation 8%
y	Windows 10 Migration  7%

How many workflows does your 
company need to mobilize?

y	0  2%
y	1-2  11%
y	3-4  25%
y	5+  62%

How long was the process for your most recent 
enterprise app to go from proposal to market?

0-3 months

18%
4-8 months

43%
9+ months

39%

What are your current challenges in 
delivering mobile apps to the workforce?

y	Time  46%
y	Budget 46%
y	Lack of developers/skillsets 46%
y	Rank of priority 38%
y	Obtaining stakeholder buy-in 21%
y	Too many platforms to support 15%
y	No challenges 3%
*Multiple answers permitted

How much ROI does your enterprise expect 
to realize from mobile enabling its systems?

How much time do you believe employees have 
saved on a monthly basis by using mobile apps?

y	1 to 10% 23%
y	11 to 20% 36%
y	21 to 30% 21%
y	30%+ 15%
y	None 5%

In partnership with:

Less than 10%
25%

21 to 30%
21%

11 to 20%
49%

31%+
5%

Simplifying those challenges and building a roadmap to success can be accomplished in one 
easy-to-use, scalable solution. Now developers can work with non-technical business analysts 
together to create these apps and focus on more technical projects, helping to reduce the 
ever-growing backlog. The code-free future is here in the form of rapid mobile application 
development, and enterprises will be able to catch up to the masses in no time.

Before moving forward, enterprises need to know if they’ll be seeing a return on investment for the product, service, 
workflow, or application being delivered to their workforce. IT executives, while torn on where or how to begin the 
mobile transformation process, can’t deny the return being found when mobile-enabling employees with 72% 
believing an upwards of 30-percent in costs is being saved, along with three out of every four IT leaders believing 
their employees are saving a minimum of one business day per two work weeks. 

Bringing legacy systems to a mobile platform can be a seemingly 
daunting task, and the number of workflows companies need to move 
is tremendous. 

The number of challenges facing enterprises creating mobile apps 
for employees is more than meets the eye, yet they’re all tied to one 
another and have a common theme: too much has to be done too 
soon, and no one knows how to begin or where to start.

MOBILIZING THE PAST

FACING THE CHALLENGES

REALIZING RESULTS

PowWow Mobile enables enterprises to rapidly transform 
Windows & Web apps or workflows into modern, mobile app 
experiences that run anywhere, on any device.

www.powwowmobile.com
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http://bit.ly/2mOOFX5
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